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The mixed-media artworks in Tuli Mekondjo’s latest series juxtapose 

black and white photographic images with embroidered anatomical forms 

against a patchwork of soiled fabric. The photographs show stereotypical 

scenes of posed natives, circular huts, and whitewashed mission buildings 

and were originally printed on postcards from German South West Africa 

(1884-1915), what is now Namibia. Today, these and other colonial-era 

images and artifacts—not to mention terms like natives and huts—elicit 

conflicting responses. Do we engage with them or is it better to just ignore 

and forget them? Despite feeling “crippled with sadness, anger, and pity” 

upon first encountering the postcards, Mekondjo believes that it is 

essential to confront them, as they force us “to look at ourselves and 

recognize the traumas of our ancestors.” Acknowledging those traumas, 

including the traumas inflicted by our ancestors, is a first step toward 

ensuring that they do not get passed on to future generations. 

 

Photographs from the German colonial period, particularly those 

documenting the genocide carried out by colonial forces against the 

Herero and Nama peoples, have played an important role in forcing both 

Namibia and Germany to confront this painful and shameful history. 

Mekondjo, however, uses photographs with subjects that, at first glance, 

may seem mundane: mothers with children, women in indigenous dress, 

and scenes of daily life in Aawambo homesteads. By withholding the 

spectacle of colonial violence, she asks viewers to look closer, to see what 

is “permanently captured and frozen within their posed bodies, indifferent 

facial expressions, and questioning gazes.” These reveal what is always 

present but never visible in the actual postcards, namely the “hovering 

shadows” of the “colonial masters,” photographers, and assumed white 

viewers, all of whom pin the subjects under a controlling, objectifying 

gaze. 

 

Mekondjo has incorporated historical photographs from books and public 

archives into many of her artworks, but several of the postcards used in 

this series are ones that she has collected. She bought some from an 

antique shop in Swakopmund steeped in controversy for selling Nazi 

memorabilia and others from a German-Namibian man who sells them to 

European tourists in Windhoek. Her uncomfortable experiences while 

buying the postcards reminded her that these images were never meant 

for her. As an Omuwambo woman, she was supposed to be the product, 

not the buyer. In this context collecting becomes a political act, an 

assertion of power. It is a symbolic reversal of the power dynamic 

between the colonial photographer and indigenous subject. However, a 

change in ownership does not alone alter the meaning of a racist image, 

so she reworks and recontextualizes the postcards in her artworks. 

 

In other series Mekondjo does this by enveloping colonial photographs in 

dense compositions that subsume their mechanical and objectifying 
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characteristics within organic forms and subjective marks. Her reworking 

of the photograph bestows care on the ancestor, while the resulting 

patterns, veils, and screens of foliage offer a sense of privacy, a refuge 

from the gaze. However, in this latest series she leaves the photographic 

images relatively untouched. It is the embroidery and fabric that serve to 

recontextualize them. She begins by burying canvases in the soil for a few 

weeks and soaking silk and cotton fabrics with scraps of metal in a 

vinegar solution. She then stitches fabric pieces together to form a larger 

rectangular panel that serves as the base for the artwork. Stained with soil, 

mold, and blood-like rust, this is no blank canvas, but one marked by the 

“collective traumas of the soil and the people of the soil”. When she 

transfers the postcard images onto the canvas, the stains remain visible 

beneath them. 

 

Mekondjo then embroiders wombs, ovaries, fallopian tubes, cells, 

fetuses, bones, and skulls across the panels. The plush texture and bright 

colors of the embroidery stand out against the flat photographs and earth 

toned fabrics. The embroidered forms seem to follow their own natural 

logic as they range across each artwork, but they eventually connect with 

the people in the photographs and link individuals to one another. For the 

artist, the embroidered imagery represents traumas that are passed down 

from one generation to the next, but the vibrant anatomical forms also 

pulsate with life, resilient and indominable, which emerges even amid 

oppression and death. The alien blastocytes and zygotes where life begins 

and the bleached bones and skulls where it ends all share an unsettling 

beauty. 

 

This tension between life and death is embedded in the very making of 

the artworks. They begin, after all, with a burial followed by “a type of 

resurrection.” This is echoed in the juxtaposition of historical 

photographs with embroidered forms that feel alive and present. 

Made under the shadow of a pandemic that has, once again, laid bare how 

the legacies of colonialism continue to shape life and death in Namibia, 

the series still affirms that a better future is possible, but not guaranteed. 

Mekondjo explains that the pandemic has made her ask, “Have I done 

enough? Are we truly dealing with our collective trauma as a people in 

this bruised land?” Her artworks raise similar questions for viewers. What 

will future generations see when they look back at us? Will we be 

ancestors who banished shadows or multiplied them? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All quotations are drawn from email interviews by the author and Julie 

Taylor with Tuli Mekondjo. They have been edited for length and clarity.  
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Eso lilula eso lomhepo / 

A Violent death, is the Death of the Spirit 

2021 

Image transfer, gold marker, and cotton embroidery thread 

on canas, rusted silk fabric, rusted cotton fabric 

99 x 61 centimetres variable 
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Detail from Eso lilula eso lomhepo / 

A Violent death, is the Death of the Spirit 

2021 
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Kemeni! Ounona voluhepo! /  

Wail! Children of Poverty!  

2021 

Image transfer, gold marker, cotton embroidery thread, 

and crochet yarn on canvas, silk fabrics 

106 x 93 centimetres variable 
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Detail from Kemeni! Ounona voluhepo! /  

Wail! Children of Poverty!  

2021 
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Meekulu tu tula omwenyo / 

Grandmother Revive Us 

2021 

Image transfer, gold marker, cotton embroidery thread, 

and crochet yarn on canvas, silk fabrics 

96 x 95 centimetres variable 
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Detail from Meekulu tu tula omwenyo / 

Grandmother Revive Us 

2021 
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Ye okwa fudika efyuululo loshilongo /  

She Buried the Inheritance of the Land 

2021 

Collage, mahangu, resin, paint marker, acrylic, cotton 

embroidery thread, cotton strings, and ink on canvas 

185 x 58 centimetres variable 
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Kombada yomeva onda valela /  

Upon the Waters I’m Spread Out  

2021 

Collage, mahangu, resin, paint marker, acrylic, cotton 

embroidery thread, cotton strings, and ink on canvas 

178 x 58 centimetres variable 
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Fye Oudila vokeulu/  

We Are Birds of the Sky 

2021 

Image transfer, cotton embroidery thread, crochet 

yarn, and gold marker on canvas, rusted silk, and 

rusted and dyed cotton fabric 

93 x 83 centimetres variable 
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Detail from Fye Oudila vokeulu/  

We Are Birds of the Sky 

2021 
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Amushe ava mwa nangala mondwi/  

All of You That Lay Beneath the Dust 

2021 

Image transfer, embroidery thread on silk and 

rusted cotton 

100 x 96 centimetres variable 
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Detail from Amushe ava mwa nangala mondwi/  

All of You That Lay Beneath the Dust 

2021 
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Otwa li ovafimba, twa fetwa/  

We Were Pregnant and in Labour 

2021 

Image transfer, cotton embroidery thread, and 

crochet yarn on canvas and rusted silk fabrics 

98 x 92 centimetres variable 
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Detail from Otwa li ovafimba, twa fetwa/  

We Were Pregnant and in Labour 

2021 
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Ovakainu ova dala edu eli/  

It is Women Who Birthed This Land 

2021 

Image transfer, cotton embroidery thread, 

embroidered bamboo, and viscose crochet 

yarn on canvas, silk, and rusted silk fabrics 

98 x 92 centimetres variable 
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Details from Ovakainu ova dala edu eli/  

It is Women Who Birthed This Land 

2021 
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Momulonga ohatu ka nangala 

ongali/  

In the River, We Will Lay on Our 

Backs 

2021 

Image transfer, cotton embroidery 

thread, and crochet yarn on canvas 

and silk fabrics 

94 x 162 centimetres variable 
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Detail from Momulonga ohatu ka nangala ongali/  

In the River, We Will Lay on Our Backs 

2021 
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Amushe omutenya noufiku wange/  

You Are All My Nights and Days 

2021 

Image transfer, cotton embroidery thread, gold 

marker, and crochet yarn on canvas, silk, 

rusted silk, and rusted and dyed cotton fabrics 

94 x 162 centimetres variable 
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Detail from Amushe omutenya noufiku wange/  

You Are All My Nights and Days 

2021 
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PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST TULI MEKONDJO (2021, CHRISTIAN STIEBAHL) 

TULI MEKONDJO: ARTIST’S BIOGRAPHY 

 

Tuli Mekondjo (b.1982, Angola), is a self-taught Namibian artist who 

works with mixed media including embroidery, collage, paint, resin and 

mahangu (millet) grain – a Namibian food staple - textures which she 

extends into modes of performance. Mekondjo’s performance and video 

work develops her experimental approach whilst remaining rooted in the 

questions of identity and heritage. 

  

Drawing on colonial and war-time photographic archives, Mekondjo’s 

practice explores history and identity politics - ranging from an 

examination of the loss of Namibian cultural practices to the stories of 

individuals who lived in exile during Namibia’s Independence War. With 

a strong focus on gender, she urges a lost past back to life; her sensitive 

inclusion of cultural symbols acts to centre themes of displacement, 

trauma, continuity, fertility and resistance.  

  

Represented by Guns & Rain, her work has been exhibited at international 

fairs such as 1:54 London (2019, 2020, 2021), Investec Cape Town Art 

Fair (2020, 2019) and Also Known as Africa, Paris (2019). Her work has 

been presented in group shows at Frac Nouvelle Aquitaine MECA, 

Bordeaux and Musée d'art et d'histoire Pual Eluard, Saint-Denis. Her 

works sit in multiple international collections. 

 

Mekondjo lives and works in Windhoek, Namibia, and is also an educator 

at Deutsche Höhere Privatschule Windhoek (DHPS). 
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